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Author:Elena Nemykh
https://www.stage32.com/profile/596114
producer, director Film and TV, scriptwriter
member of Women in film(WIF)
member of FilmIndependent(FI)
member of Kinosoyuz,
graduated Moscow University of communications(MEIC):broudcasting
All-Russian Institute of Cinematography named of Sergey Gerasimov,
specialty: filmmaker( workshop of Evgeny Tashkov)'96
NYFA Moscow (producer's workshop:Lydia Cedrone)'13
The creator of the site for co-production “Wave”
(together with Cinemamuet (co-production company) (Paris))
2018: producer, co-author of the script, director of the feature film "My Dad: My Angel"
(in production) based on play of the same name (script: Elena Nemokh, Nadezhda Shakhova)
2016/2017: producer, author of idea, co-scriptwriter of TV series "Jump" (script: Elena
Nemykh), "Another Life" (scriptwriters: Viktor Shenderovich, Konstantin Mulin, Elena
Nemykh), "Club" (scriptwriters: Elena Nemykh, Anastasia Volkova (in production)
2016/2017: short feature film "President" (scriptwriter: Elena Nemykh) based on play "My
President" with the same name (scriptwriters: Franz Hohler, Elena Nemykh) (in
production)©Cinemamuet

Jump
Synopsis: Strange deaths are chasing among
basejumpers. One after another, two sportsmen (Anna and
Paul) are died. It seemed that the simple coincidence or fate
are obsessed them. However, the instructor of BJ club, Andrey
( the main basejumper) every day was dreaming very strange
night visions. In this vision his first lover Svetlana is coming to
Andrey and everyday fragmentary is told, what will be going
on with him or club of basejumpers in reality. It would seem,
that the normal experience was driven into his subconscious.
However, in his own life, Andrey is embroiled in really
detective. From Russian bank, which is owned by well-known
politician and businessman Sokolov the paintings, valued at
500,000 euros, are stealing. On the bank's cameras of security
are basejumpers with logo of club. The investigations into the
past of the family Sokolov, show the relations of the personal
life of Andrey.Two employees of the investigation department
( Orlov and Olga) are find out, that one of the sportsmen, 37year-old Alena has strongly offended by Paul, Andrey and
Anna in past. According for an absurd accident, her twin 17year-old sister, Svetlana, had joined the company of bj,begun
to jump and decided to destroy her relations with her own
family.Sokolov also locked her in flat,but Svetlana was also
jumping from the window of building and killed herself. Alena
and her twin-brother Mike were lost family,deciding to run
from father,who start for new life with new wife a nd childes
and living seperatly. Alena was dancing nu in clubs,Mike was
driving his car. But they promised to punish Svetlana's
offenders. They are introduced into the club of basejumpers
and began to retaliate. Each series: a new action of
basejumper's club, which reveals their characters and their
complicated relationships, as well as the reasons of the
crime,which was happened 20 years ago. Pay for the bills, the
story of revenge, love and salvation in 12-parts film "Jump»
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Director&producer: Elena Nemykh:
director's workshop VGIK,
producer's workshop NYFA
member of Kinosoyz
member of WIF(Women in Films)
member of FI(Film Independent)
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Jump
Producer&Director: Elena Nemykh
2017/2018:producer and director of feature films: «Dumb bird», «President»,»My father:guardian angel», TV feature serials
«Jump», «Other life», «Club» and other
2015/2016: producer of documentary film "By steps" (in production) "Nature in the nude" (in production), «Churches of the
world» in production
2013/2014:producer and director of the feature film“ Crossing in Space”, in production 2013:director of 2 feature TV movies
«Long way for home» (channel Domashny) 2011/2012:independent producer, producer of German-Russian project “ Connections”
( Sunnysideup Film & Service, Germany)
2011:creative producer of the TV feature movies“Vazhnyak "(NTV)
2009-2010 : chief-director of the TV feature movies"The Invisibles"
(DTV, Inter, Teleformat)
2009:director of documentary films "The Soviet underwear",
"Stalinka" (TVC studio "Reporter Film"),
author and director of "Photoalbom”: Mikhail Lubimov,
Lydmila Alekseeva, Henry Reznik, Viktor Shenderovich,
Mary Slonim (channel: "Who's Who ")
2008-2009:producer and director documentary films:
"Leaving the monastery,"
"Epidemia," "Mama, I'm pregnant," "Love is a foreigner,"
"I love the married man," "Unequal marriage" from the series
“Stories of the big city"
(channel TNT studio" Silent Movie "),
"The Burden of Fame, " Man of the crowd "(TVC)," VIA” 1 and 2 series
(Grant “TPO Union," channel "Russian World", "Nostalgia")

Jump
Producer&Director: Elena Nemykh

2007-2008: the author and director ,co-producer:
12 serial feature film "I shall return" (1 channel, nominee "Golden Eagle", 2010, Profit studio,
Studio Slon)
2007: author,director,producer of documentary films: "Slaves of the two dictatorships" and
"Sunshine" from series "History of a Song" (1 channel)
2005: the author, director, project manager for "The Birth of victory" for the 60th anniversary of
victory (NTV) (Teffy-2005 nominee for Best Director, Prize of the Union of Journalists)
2001:documentary “Heavy burden of freedom”(author:Mary Slonim),INTERNEWS
director1996-2005: director of TV programmes “In press”,“Itogo”,”Profession:reporter”
(Teffy award-2000 , "Golden Ostap" -2001), “Dachniky”(author:Masha Shahova)
1998-2001 : director of feature sketch episodes for TV humor program of
Victor Shenderovich(ITOGO)
1996:30minutny feature film «Amata nobis» based on the story of Ivan Bunin, "Rusya"
The film was a member of several Russian and international festivals in the framework of Institute
of Cinematography (Short Film Festival in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1997, and the festival Wursburge,
Germany, 1998) The prize for literary festival screenings in Gatchina, 1997, and prize student
festival VGIK in 1998 .
1995:producer,director of music videoclips
1993-1995:producer,director,author of TV programmes “Business people”,
“Breakfast with star”and etc.
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Dream cast: Anrey-Kiril Kiaro
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Star of BJ(consulting):

Dream cast: member of BJ club
Twins:
ALENA/SVETA/MISHA:
DASHA/EKATERINA NOSIK



Jump
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Dream cast:Sergey ORLOV-policeman
Oleg Topoliansky

Jump
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OLGA-trainee from police
Anna Tzukanova-Kott
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ANNA
owner of cosmetic's line
Tatiyna Mihina

Jump

Dream cast:
PAVEL-owner of advertising office
Nikita Pamphilov

Time of action:our days
Place of action:Moscow/Saint-Petersburg/ Mount Tsei-Loam
in Ingushetia,Ingush village / Moscow market / Italy (Riva Del
Garda,base of basejumpers in the foothills of Monte Brento
©Cinemamuet
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«UMA2RMAN»

Jump

http://umaturman.com//
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Financing Plan \"JUMP" (12 series)
Own Investment (€)
©Cinemamuet

Jump

Part 1 Producer's fee

65000

2%

Part 2 Russian TV channel

1800000

50%

Part 3 Co-development

1660000

38%

Part 4 Euromage

140000

TOTAL

3665000

10%
100%
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